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Abstract
If understanding sentiments is already a difficult task in human‐human communication,
this becomes extremely challenging when a human‐computer interaction happens, as for
instance in chatbot conversations. In this work, a machine learning neural network‐based
Speech Emotion Recognition system is presented to perform emotion detection in a
chatbot virtual assistant whose task was to perform contact tracing during the COVID‐19
pandemic. The system was tested on a novel dataset of audio samples, provided by the
company Blu Pantheon, which developed virtual agents capable of autonomously per-
forming contacts tracing for individuals positive to COVID‐19. The dataset provided was
unlabelled for the emotions associated to the conversations. Therefore, the work was
structured using a sort of transfer learning strategy. First, the model is trained using the
labelled and publicly available Italian‐language dataset EMOVO Corpus. The accuracy
achieved in testing phase reached 92%. To the best of their knowledge, thiswork rep-
resents the first example in the context of chatbot speech emotion recognition for contact
tracing, shedding lights towards the importance of the use of such techniques in virtual
assistants and chatbot conversational contexts for psychological human status assess-
ment. The code of this work was publicly released at: https://github.com/fp1acm8/SER.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Over the past 2 years, since humanity has been dramatically
affected by COVID‐19, our lives have drastically changed.
COVID‐19, acronym of Corona Virus Disease 19 [1], was first
identified in Wuhan, China, in December 2019 and became a
pandemic in 2020 [2].

Among the many challenges that the health system was
facing during the pandemic, there was the crucial issue of
contact tracing. By contact tracing we intend the search and
contact management of a confirmed COVID‐19 case. This was
an essential public health action to pursue, to try to limit the
ongoing epidemic. Indeed, identifying and managing the con-
tacts of confirmed COVID‐19 cases allowed to quickly identify
and isolate any secondary cases, thus interrupting the infection
transmission chain [3].

The operation of contact tracing required the employment
of several human resources. In particular, this task affected
dramatically the local Italian health authority (the Italian so
called ASLs). Therefore an innovative approach to offer a
solution to this issue consisted in the use of conversational
interfaces based on artificial intelligence (AI) and Natural
Language Processing (NLP).

The importance of emotion recognition in contact tracing
dialogues is manifold. For instance it could help companies in
detecting potential stress and psychological conditions of
people involved in the conversations with the chatbots, as well
as detecting potential liers. Furthermore, using the information
obtained, the companies developing chatbots could decide to
modify the flow of dialogues. Last, but not least, when
worrying psychological emotions were to be detected by the
automatic system, the company could decide to proceed
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further and make the human talk to a psychologist to help the
person in need of further psychological help.

The startup company Blu Pantheon [4], with whom we
collaborated, works in the development of virtual assistants. In
particular, in our specific case, the goal of our work consisted
in the implementation of a neural network‐based system,
capable of accurately identifying emotions starting from
speeches. The speech emotion recognition model we imple-
mented was tested on a novel dataset provided by Blu
Pantheon. In particular, such dataset was collected thanks to a
virtual contact tracing chatbot, developed by Blu Pantheon,
which allowed to perform contact tracing during the first wave
of the pandemic in Italy.

In our paper, we presented several novelties. First of all, to
the best of our knowledge, we introduced, for the first time in
the literature, the research question related to understanding
emotions from contact tracing conversation in a chatbot
context, with particular reference to the COVID‐19 contact
tracing task. Secondly, we used a completely novel dataset,
collected by the startup Blu Pantheon. Thirdly, we used a
transfer learning approach by using a dataset built for a similar
but different context, characterised by the same language (i.e.
Italian).

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we report a
comprehensive literature review for speech emotion recogni-
tion (SER) in AI.

In particular, we focussed on the role of SER for cognitive
and psychological assessment of the health status of users. In
Section 3, we report a comprehensive description of the
datasets we used and of all of the pre‐processing steps we
performed. In Section 4, we describe the computational
workflow and the methodologies used in our experiments. In
Section 5, we described the experimental settings. In Section 6,
we described the conclusions deriving from our work, together
with a thorough description of the possible future
developments.

2 | LITERATURE REVIEW AND
BACKGROUND

In the latest years, machine learning (ML) and artificial intel-
ligence (AI) has been successfully applied to many different
fields [5–9]. Moreover, throughout the last 2 decades, research
focussed on automatic emotions recognition using ML have
been developed [10]. In the context of contact tracing, how-
ever, only a few works can be found, which relates emotion
recognition to contact tracing conversations.

In Ref. [11], the authors analysed user reviews collected
from the Irish Health Service Executive's (HSE) Contact
Tracker app. The app was developed with the aim of identifying
large‐scale and automated analysis of reviews. A total of 1287
reviews from the Google/Apple playstores was collected to
classify aspects of the app on which the users mostly focussed.

To the best of our knowledge, no works are present in the
literature for what concerns the Italian language, and for non‐

app tracing related contexts, showing the complete novelty of
the framework and analysis proposed in our work.

In the following subsections, we will present an overview
of the main background concepts that are necessary to better
understand the overall context in which our paper is focussed.

In Section 2.1, we will summarise concepts related to the
field of Emotion AI. In Section 2.2, we will report a
comprehensive summary of the available databases and
corpora for emotion recognition. In Section 2.3, we will report
a comprehensive overview of Speech Emotion Recognition
Systems and the related ML approaches. In Section 2.4, we will
present an overview of ML and related SER applications.

2.1 | Emotion AI

In a world where technology advances at exponential speed,
Human‐Computer Interaction (HCI) has become one of the
most studied fields of research. The goal of HCI is not only to
create a communicative interface that is as natural as possible
between human and machine but it is also to create new
communication paradigms that can improve human life. Emo-
tions are, in fact, one of the predominant aspects of human in-
teractions and, consequently, they have also become an
important aspect of the development ofHCI‐based applications.

Emotions can be technologically captured and assessed in a
variety of ways, such as facial expressions, physiological signals
or speech. With the intention of creating more natural and
intuitive communication between humans and computers,
emotions conveyed through signals should be correctly detected
and appropriately processed. Throughout the last 2 decades of
research focussed on automatic emotions recognition, several
machine learning techniques have been developed and
constantly improved. This field of research is widely known as
Emotion AI. Emotion AI can have several applications:

1. Video gaming. Using computer vision, the game console
detects emotions via facial expressions during the game
session and adapts to it [12]. This is often performed
during the testing phase of a video game.

2. Healthcare. Several applications can be found in the
healthcare sector. For example, voice analysis software can
help doctors with the diagnosis of diseases such as
depression and dementia. Another application is the use of
‘nurse bot’ not only to remind older patients on long‐term
medical programmes to take their medication but also talk
with them every day to monitor their overall well‐being [13].

3. Education. Learning software prototypes have been
developed to adapt to kids' emotions. When the child
shows frustration because a task is too difficult or too
simple, the programme adapts the task so it becomes less
or more challenging. Another learning system helps
autistic children recognise other people's emotions [14].

4. Employee safety. Based on Gartner client inquiries1,
demand for employee safety solutions is on the rise.
Emotion AI can help, for instance, to analyse the stress
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and anxiety levels of employees who have very demanding
jobs such as first responders.

5. Automotive sector. Automotive vendors can use com-
puter vision technology to monitor the driver's emotional
state. An extreme emotional state or drowsiness could
trigger an alert for the driver. Another possible application
is in the future of autonomous vehicles, where many
sensors such as cameras and microphones could help to
monitor what is happening and understand how users
view the driving experience [15].

6. Fraud detection. Insurance companies use voice analysis
to detect whether a customer is telling the truth when
submitting a claim. According to independent surveys, up
to 30% of users have admitted to lying to their car in-
surance company in order to gain coverage.

7. Recruiting. The software could be used during job in-
terviews to understand the credibility of a candidate.

8. Call centre intelligent routing. An angry customer can
be detected from the beginning and can be routed to a
well‐trained agent who can also monitor in real‐time how
the conversation is going and adjust [16].

9. Connected home. A VPA‐enabled speaker (e.g. Google
Home, Alexa, etc.) can recognise the mood of the person
interacting with it and respond accordingly. Recent ad-
vances in Amazon's quest for humour detection are worth
mentioning [17].

10. Public service. Partnerships between emotion AI tech-
nology vendors and surveillance camera providers have
emerged. Cameras in public places in the United Arab
Emirates can detect people's facial expressions and, hence,
understand the general mood of the population. This
project was initiated by the country's Ministry of Happiness.

11. Retail. Retailers have started looking into installing
computer vision emotion AI technology in stores to cap-
ture demographic information and visitors' mood and
reactions.

2.2 | Emotional speech databases or corpora

Over the last few years, the development of SER systems has
led to the creation of labelled databases for emotion
recognition.

Most of them are freely available and can be retrieved
online. The databases used for the development of the SER
system differ in language, number of different speakers,
emotions represented and finally the type. The three types
highlighted in Ref. [18] are simulated, natural and induced. We
will now briefly describe all of the three types.

2.2.1 | Simulated emotional speech databases

A simulated/acted emotional speech database is a type of
database with audio samples collected from actors who are
aware of the recording process [18].

The recording process consists of a list of sentences and a
certain set of emotions. Actors are asked to simulate a sentence
for each emotional state. The advantage of this type of data-
base collection is that researchers get full control of the quality
of the recordings and therefore it is also easier to construct.

However, the disadvantage is that the natural component is
neglected, and the resulting model may not work in real‐time
emotion recognition application.

2.2.2 | Natural emotional speech databases

A natural emotional speech database is a type of database with
audio samples recorded in a natural environment. In general, it
consists of recordings taken from call centres conversations, talk
shows or movies [18]. In this case, speakers are not aware of the
recording process. The advantage of this type of database is its
reliability, since emotions are natural and the resulting SER
model may obtain much better accuracy in real‐time emotion
recognition applications.

The disadvantage is the complexity in constructing and
analysing it because emotions in everyday life may be less
expressive and therefore recognisable compared to acted
emotions. Another drawback is that it often contains unbal-
anced emotional categories.

2.2.3 | Induced emotional speech databases

An induced/elicited emotional speech database is a type of
database with audio samples recorded under simulated natural
conditions.

This means that speakers are put into situations to induce a
specific emotion. That is why these types of databases are
considered more natural than simulated databases but they are
not entirely natural [18].

2.2.4 | Examples of existing emotional speech
databases

Other emotional speech databases can be derived from
multimodal emotional databases which include textual and
visual data in addition to audio samples. Some of the best
known in the English language are Crowd‐sourced Emotional
Multimodal Actors Dataset (Crema‐D) [19], Ryerson Audio‐
Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song (Ravdess)
[20], Surrey Audio‐Visual Expressed Emotion (Savee) [21] and
Toronto emotional speech set (Tess) [22]. Another notable
example is the IEMOCAP database [23]. IEMOCAP stands
for ‘Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture Database.’
It consists of a corpus collected by the University of Southern
California (USC) in which 10 actors were recorded while
keeping sensors on faces, heads and hands. It represents an
extremely important database for sentiment analysis. Also, in
this case, the recorded speech are in English.
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2.3 | Speech emotion recognition and
machine learning

ML methodologies have, nowadays, reached the state of the art
performances in several different fields: from bioinformatics to
computer vision, from anomaly detection to computer forensic
[5, 24–29].

The capability of machine learning to automatically
perform difficult prediction and classification tasks has allowed
to move steps forwards in solving tasks which were unsolvable
a few years ago. In this context, new advances in research
stands for emotion detection and recognition.

Emotions can be technologically collected in different
ways, and multiple approaches can be used for their recogni-
tion. One example is the multimodal approach which aims to
combine textual, audio and visual data [30].

However, in the present work, only audio data was used, as
the novel dataset we analysed was audio only. In this case, we
are no longer referring to Emotion Recognition in general but
to the field of SER. This can be defined as extraction of the
speaker emotional state from the speech signal [31]. Input data
for SER systems consist of audio signals that are analogue
representations of a sound.

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature,
trying to exploit different features sound. The approaches used
range from classic feature extraction to the implementation of
different types of classifiers (i.e., Gaussian mixture model,
Hidden Markov model, Support Vector Machine, Artificial
Neural Network, etc.) [32] as well as deep learning models that
act directly on sound representations such as the spectrogram
and the time series (i.e., waveform). These latter allow auto-
matic feature extractions, however requiring the availability of
big datasets for model training [33]. For instance in Ref. [34],
the authors use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach to
predict emotions. They obtained an accuracy of 80% in rec-
ognising seven different emotional states (disgust, fear, anger,
joy, surprise, sadness and neutral) using the best combination
of low level sound features (pitch and energy).

In Ref. [35], instead, the authors use a Support Vector
Machine to classify five different emotional states (disgust,
boredom, sadness, neutral, and happiness). They obtained
66.02% classification accuracy only by using energy and pitch
features and 70.7% by using exclusively Linear Prediction co-
efficients and Mel cepstrum coefficients (LPCMCC) features
extracted from the audio files and obtaining an accuracy of
82.5% using both of them.

Moreover in Ref. [36], the authors use a Multilayer Per-
ceptron to recognise four emotional states (happy, angry, sad
and neutral) with an overall accuracy of 81%. The network
used is composed of an input layer, one hidden layer and the
output of the four classes. Features extraction considered both
temporal and spectral features for the classification task. The
latest development of ML, that is, deep learning has also
reached the state of the art for what concerns emotion
recognition and classification. In particular, Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have often reached state‐of‐the‐art
performances. For instance in Ref. [37], the authors used

CNN‐based architectures to perform SER on unlabelled
samples. Performances were assessed on four public databases.
A further example is, for instance, [38] where a real‐time SER
system based on dilated convolutions was proposed (DCNN).
Residual blocks were proposed in order to learn the long‐term
contextual dependencies in the input features, and the features
were later concatenated to perform the final emotion tasks.
The architecture was tested on the IEMOCAP and EMO‐DB
benchmark datasets, obtaining a high recognition accuracy of
73% and 90% for each of the benchmarks. Among the most
recent approaches, we can find the Wav2Vec2 approach, which
recently reached the state‐of‐the‐art performances for what
concerns speech emotion recognition [39]. In particular, in
Ref. [39], the author proposed to mask the speech into the
latent space and use a contrastive loss so that the speech
input is learnt. The method has now reached state‐of‐the‐art
performances in several different fields. Another state‐
of‐the‐art model in SER, which is worth mentioning, is in
Ref. [40]. The proposed Hidden‐Unit BERT (HuBERT)
models aim at approaching the self‐supervised speech repre-
sentation learning field. The idea is to use an offline clustering
step, in order to provide aligned target labels, with the final
result of having a BERT‐like prediction loss. The computa-
tional pipeline implemented includes a CNN and transformer
encoding part together with a K‐Means approach, resulting
in a final model that is able to improve performances of
BERT.

Deep learning (DL) methods (mainly based on CNN) have
the great advantage of not having to specify the features of the
sound to be used in advance. In this way, the extraction step,
which could include human biases as well as a time consuming
approach, is removed from the pipeline. However the amount
of labelled data and, in general, the dimensionality of the
dataset, which can be used in this case, is relevant, and
therefore DL methods cannot be used in small unlabelled
dataset as the case of the novel dataset we analysed and pre-
sented in our work.

2.4 | Speech emotion recognition (SER) and
COVID‐19

In this section, we will introduce literature related to the case of
Speech Emotion Recognition for COVID‐19‐related research.
COVID‐19 has in fact significantly affected our lives and our
emotions. The virus highly affected our way of interacting and
significantly affected emotional and facial recognition in hu-
man interaction. Several researches have in fact investigated the
relationship existing between facial emotion recognition,
COVID‐19 and emotions recognition [41]. In this context,
several studies have in fact focussed on the possibility of
identifying emotions from masked faces [41–43].

For what concerns speech emotion recognition and text,
however, not the same can be said. A few studies, in fact, can
be found, which relate emotion recognition and COVID‐19‐
related texts. For instance, in Ref. [44], the authors analysed
emotions from the data obtained from the TraceTogether app
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and conducted a cross‐sectional survey at the large public
hospital in Singapore after the COVID‐19 lockdown.

Moreover in Ref. [45], the authors used Twitter‐based
analysis for understanding people's feelings on social
distancing from Twitter's data.

The data streams were analysed through the use of a Deep
Learning approach (Deep Belief Networks) with pseudo‐
labelling. Moreover in Ref. [46], the authors analysed over
500.000 tweets related to COVID‐19 from UK cities (collected
in the last 2 years from February 2020 to November 2021).
Using different types of deep learning approaches (based on
emotion recognition and topic modelling), it was possible to
observe the difference in sentiments related to vaccination and
epidemiological situation. Moreover in Ref. [47], the authors
collected more than 2 millions tweets in the period from
February‐June. In this way, a multi‐class classifier was trained
and used for understanding the Twitter COVID‐19‐related
sentiments, achieving a classification accuracy of 80.33%. In
all of the research cases described so far, the text features were
extracted from the Tweets by using several different deep
learning models and allowing to therefore use them as input to
different types of classifiers.

For what concerns speech emotion recognition and
COVID‐19 related emotions, to the best of our knowledge, no
works can be found in the literature in which the COVID‐19
sentiment analysis was performed by using speech audio or
text derived from audio. In this sense, our work represents an
absolute novelty in this context and in the context of human‐
computer interaction sentiment analysis dialogues systems.

3 | MATERIALS

3.1 | Blu Pantheon contract tracing system
and dataset

Blu Pantheon [4] is a startup active in the process innovation
market through the implementation of innovative solutions for
telemedicine and computer vision, with a strong focus on the
development of the aforementioned conversational interfaces
based on AI and NLP. It is precisely through the use of such
technologies that it proposes new application scenarios that
use AI in sectors such as healthcare and smart cities.

The product of the company is the result of the activity of
the R&D team led by Dr. Pasquale Fedele, a computer engineer
and serial entrepreneur who received the award Knight Order
of Merit of the Italian Republic in 2017 for having created with

his other company LiquidWeb, a medical device (i.e. Brain-
control AAC) that gives people affected by amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) the possibility to control assistive technologies
through their thoughts [48].

We will now here briefly describe the tool designed by the
company to help the ASLs in the contact tracing process. The
proposed solution involves the use of a conversational AI
system, capable of discriminating the information useful for
contact tracing thanks to the syntactic/semantic analysis of the
interaction flow. In the case of the identification of the list of
names and related contacts communicated by the positive
patient to COVID‐19, the conversational voice‐bot processes
the speech through a Speech‐to‐Text module. Subsequently,
the agent analyses the text, extrapolating the words that can be
mapped back to names, surnames and telephone numbers.
Once identified, it proceeds to store them in a specific
database.

The virtual learning agent process takes place both through
the supervision of specialised technicians and through self‐
learning through the application of machine learning algo-
rithms. This module interacts with the ASL telephone plat-
form, as well as with the customer's database. A summary of
the architecture is shown in Figure 1. More precisely, a call
consists of a set of questions, following a path derived on the
base of the answers given by the user.

The questions can be divided into seven types:

� Person identification. The identity of the user is identified.
For privacy reasons, the conversations relating to this sec-
tion are not reported in the dataset provided to us.

� Clinical interview. In this step the questions are asked that
concern the patient's symptoms (symptomatic or asymp-
tomatic). Based on this, there are different procedures to
follow according to the Italian law.

� Tracing. The patient is asked if he/she lives with other
people and if he/she can provide their names, surnames,
dates of birth and telephone numbers.

� Cohabitant interview. The name, surname, date of birth
and telephone number of each cohabitant are stored.

� Job investigation. A person is asked if she/he is working,
the last time he went to work, the name and telephone
number of the company. Also this information for privacy
reasons has not been provided in our novel dataset.

� Social interview. The user is asked if he/she had other
contacts outside his/her cohabitants and work. If so, all
contact information is required (name, surname, date of
birth and telephone number).

F I GURE 1 Blu Pantheon contact tracing
service architecture.

PUCCI ET AL. - 5
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� Quarantine guidelines and Greetings. At the end, a series
of recommendations to follow are listed, and the user is
asked if he wants to listen to them again before the phone
call ends.

It is worth noticing that during the call, a section can be
skipped depending on the answers given by the user.
Furthermore, if an answer is not understood, the user is asked
to repeat up to a maximum of three times. Subsequently, the
call is dropped.

The service has been operating on an experimental basis
since November 2020 in support of some ASLs in the Veneto
Italian region, finding a context with various problems to be
solved such as epidemiological investigation, neophyte
personnel to be trained or unpredictability of the COVID‐19
pandemic and consequent frequent regulatory adjustments.
During such validation period, a single human operator, su-
pervising a virtual agent, has been able to carry out on average
9.6 cases per hour for an estimated management cost of 28.26
€/h, while to carry out the same workload in the traditional
way (i.e., proceeding with a human operator to make contact
tracing calls and manually fill the database) requires seven
human operators for an estimated cost of 91.96 €/h.

Moreover, this service allows ASLs to manage phone calls
peaks more easily and allows healthcare personnel to save time
that is useful to carry out tasks that require greater compe-
tence. Furthermore, the modularity of the service allows its use
on multiple channels, for example, through text messages or
voice interaction. This favours social inclusion towards people
with disabilities such as deaf‐mute, visual impairment or motor
difficulties in the upper limbs.

The service has been operating on an experimental basis
since November 2020 in support of some ASLs in the Veneto
region, finding a context with various problems to be solved
such as

� Epidemiological investigation designed for small numbers
and transferred to very large numbers in a short time

� Neophyte personnel to be trained and standardised
� IT tools not suitable for large‐scale investigations
� Databases and applications not in communication with each

other
� Unpredictability of the COVID‐19 pandemic and conse-

quent frequent regulatory adjustments

The novel dataset provided by Blu Pantheon for our ex-
periments consists of 3005 audio samples in WAV1,2 format,
with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz. The sampling frequency
of 48 kHz was chosen in accordance to the sampling frequency
of the EMOVO dataset. In this way, uniforming the one of
EMOVO and the one of our novel dataset, we could proceed

training the dataset on EMOVO and then testing in the novel
Blue Pantheon dataset.

The Blu Pantheon dataset was obtained from the re-
cordings of the conversations between users and the virtual
agent during the contact tracing calls. Each audio file corre-
sponds to a single user response to a specific question of the
virtual agent. For example, suppose the agent asks if the user
had close contacts outside the family environment and the user
replies ‘yes,’ then the audio file will consist of the recording of
the user pronouncing the word ‘yes.’ The dataset provided is
totally novel in which no descriptive label of the emotional
state of the users is reported.

3.2 | EMOVO dataset

EMOVO is the first publicly available emotional corpus for the
Italian language [49].

It is a database built using the voices of six actors (three
males and three females) who played 14 sentences simulating
six emotional states (disgust, fear, anger, joy, surprise and
sadness) plus the neutral state [49]. These emotions are the
well‐known Big Six found in most of the literature related to
emotional speech [50]. EMOVO is a perfectly balanced dataset
made up of 588 audio samples.

In Figure 2 we show the duration of the conversations per
sentiment. As we can see, they all appear to be quite balanced
and of the same length. The sentences were designed with the
emotionally neutral semantic content so as not to generate bias
in the recognition of emotions by both machines and humans.
EMOVO has all the phonemes of the Italian language, and all
its sentences are characterised by a fair balance between voiced
and unvoiced consonants.

The performances of the actors were recorded in the
laboratories of the Fondazione Ugo Bordoni in Rome with
professional equipment by using a sampling frequency of
48 kHz. The recordings were saved in the WAV format.

4 | METHODS

The workflow of our implemented methodology can be
summarised into four main steps: data collection, data trans-
formation, modelling and testing. The workflow is depicted in
Figure 3. All of the code of our project is available at https://
github.com/fp1acm8/SER.

In the following subsections we will describe each of the
steps performed.

4.1 | STEP 1: Data collection

In this first phase we performed a thorough search to identify a
possible Italian labelled dataset to be used in our study for
training. As the novel dataset provided was unlabelled, so we
decided to look for labelled dataset on which we could train a
machine learning model to be later tested in the novel context.

1
Gartner is a global research and advisory firm providing information, advice, and tools
for leaders in IT, finance, HR, customer service and support, communications, legal and
compliance, marketing, sales, and supply chain functions.
2
Waveform Audio File Format (WAVE or WAV due to its filename extension).
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Language was not the only feature to consider when we
looked for publicly available dataset. In fact, we also tried to look
for dataset where there was a correspondence between the
emotions that we wanted to identify in our model, considering
the novel dataset and the contact tracing application.

For example, in the context in which we developed our
project emotions such as ‘happy’ or ‘joy’ are not something we
should expect in a conversation between COVID‐19 positive
patients and a virtual agent.

Moreover, we looked for dataset where there was a similar
duration of the audio samples collected to have a correspon-
dence between distributions in the training and test set. This is
because the duration of an audio sample directly affects the
amount of information extracted from the audio signal features.
Therefore, having datasets with audio samples of extremely
different duration could have affected the performance of our
model.

Last, but not least, it is important to take into account the
quantity and the quality of the collected data. It is crucial, in

fact, to make sure that the audio samples collected are high
quality data, not affected by excessive noise. For this reason,
among the possible publicly available solutions, we decided to
use the EMOVO dataset (described in Section 3) to train the
SER model.

4.2 | STEP 2: Data transformation

We performed data transformation steps in order to increase
the similarity between EMOVO and our experimental dataset.

Firstly, we decided to remove the emotion joy from the
EMOVO dataset (as this was an emotion not pertinent to our
experimental dataset). We further combined similar emotional
states in a unique class (anger and disgust were merged in a
unique class named disappointed).

Moreover, we performed data augmentation by using
techniques such as noise addiction and change the pitch of the
conversation.

F I GURE 2 Boxplot showing the duration of the conversations per emotion. In this way, we can see how the dataset is well balanced among the examples of
different emotions.

F I GURE 3 Workflow of our experimental setting.
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Data were standardised using the z − score normalisation
and an extensive set of data cleaning steps were performed in
the novel dataset. In particular, the following cleaning and
data filtering steps were performed on our novel dataset.
First, we deleted audio samples with a duration longer than
14 s that is, those audio with sampling errors made by the
system developed by Blu Pantheon. Secondly, we deleted
audio samples for which the question asked by the bot could
not be retrieved. Such cleaning and transformation steps led
us to obtain a dataset made of 2871 observations, which
represented 96% of the samples originally provided to us by
Blu Pantheon. These cleaning and transformation steps led us
to obtain a dataset made of 2871 observations, which rep-
resented 96% of the samples originally provided to us by Blu
Pantheon. Moreover, in our novel dataset, we performed
extensive processing steps, merging the BOT and the user
answer, as well as classifying the questions made by the BOT
into seven classes: clinical interview, tracing, telephone num-
ber, name of the contact, social interview, guidelines and
repeat.

4.3 | STEP 3: Modelling

In this central steps, we performed mainly two tasks: features
extraction and machine learning modelling of the features. We
will describe the two steps separately describing the method-
ologies used.

4.3.1 | Features extraction

First of all, we extracted the relevant features to be used as
input to our classification model. In particular, we decided to
use the python library librosa to extract the following features
from the audio data:

� Chroma vector: a 12 element representation of the spectral
energy where the bins represent the 12 equal‐tempered pitch
classes of western‐type music

� Root mean square (RMS) value for each frame from the
audio samples

� Spectral features: Spectral flatness, spectral centroid, spectral
bandwidth and spectral rolloff

� Zero‐crossing rate
� The Mel‐frequency cepstral coefficient

The final dimension of the EMOVO dataset was 1754
observations and 39 features. The choice of such features,
rather than others which are commonly used in speech ex-
periments (such as the Mel Frequency Spectrograms) was
mainly driven by the dataset dimension. Having only a small
amount of labelled data (the EMOVO dataset) did not allow to
properly train an ML model with such features, and this is the
reason why instead of spectrogram information we decided to
use the set of features described above.

4.4 | Machine learning modelling

In our project, the chosen ML architecture is consisted in a
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), which we will describe more in
details in Section 4.5 Moreover, we compared the perfor-
mances of the MLP to two further extremely famous ML
methods: the Support Vector Classification and The Extreme
Gradient Boosting (XGBR) method. Support vector machines
(SVMs) represent among the most powerful machine learning
models, developed since 1995 and they are based on the VC
theory (so called as proposed by Vapnik and Chervonenkis
[51]). They can be used succesfully both for regression and for
classification. Since in our case, we used them for classification.
We used the acronym SVC: Support Vector Classification. Also
XGBR represents one of the most popular algorithms for
classification and regression nowadays (since the introduction
in 2015) and is based on the gradient boosting algorithm [52].
For more details, please check the reference paper [52].

4.5 | Multilayer perceptron

Since their introduction in the 80s, neural networks models
have proved to be extremely successful in performing a wide
variety of different classification and regression tasks [24] and
have been successfully applied to several different fields from
biology to natural language processing, from object detection
to scene classification [53–56]. In our project, we implemented
a classifier based on a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural
network. The architecture implemented is made of 39 units in
the input layer with Relu activation function, a dense and a
dropout hidden layer and a final dense output layer. We report
the implemented neural network scheme in Figure 4. We used
Adam optimiser and categorical cross‐entropy loss function.
The categorical cross‐entropy loss function is defined as
follows:

Loss¼ −
Xn

i¼1
yi ⋅ log byi ð1Þ

where n is the output size (i.e., the number of label classes), yi
is the target value and byi is the i‐th scalar value in the model
output. In particular yi and byi are probabilities associated
respectively to the true and predicted i‐th class. We used 10‐
folds‐cross validation, batch size of 32, 10 epochs and early
stopping. To implement the MLP architecture, we used the
Keras python library.

4.6 | STEP 4: Test the model in the
experimental dataset

In step 4, we tested the trained model on EMOVO in our new
unlabelled experimental dataset. An emotion was predicted for
each new sample.
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Moreover, we proceeded in the following way. Since we
had also time and the user id information, we merged the
various pieces of conversation of a single user, considering to
obtain the overall stream of a conversation. Knowing that an
entire conversation is made up of multiple audio samples, we
actually predict the emotional state of a single user several
times based on the length of the conversation (i.e. the number
of audio samples per user). We therefore made the assumption
that it is unlikely that a user during a conversation of a few
minutes will change his emotional state many times. So if the
model predicts 3/4 different emotions for a single user, we
could conclude that the prediction will be inconsistent. While
this assumption is plausible, it does not sufficiently explain the
results obtained. Therefore we explored the data further
through data visualisation techniques (see Results and Exper-
iments section). For instance, investigating if there were any
patterns in the predictions depending on the sentence pro-
nounced by the user or by the agent.

5 | EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

5.1 | Training on EMOVO dataset

We first trained our model on the EMOVO dataset. For
evaluating performances in the EMOVO dataset, we used a 10‐
fold cross‐validation approach, with 90% of this data was used
to train the dataset, while the remaining 10% was used as a test.

The training results obtained were promising, in terms of ac-
curacy obtaining a mean accuracy of 0.92 (0.02 standard de-
viation). In Table 1 we report the test set performances (mean
and standard deviation in the 10 fold). We report them for the
MLP, the SVC and the XGB classifier implemented as baseline
experiments (and which we described in the methods section).
Performances were evaluated according to the following per-
formance indicators: accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score
(we report their definition in the Supplementary Material S1).

As we can see from Table 1, the MLP outperformed in all
of the performance metrics than the other two machine
learning models implemented. Therefore we chose the MLP as
the optimal model and proceeded in testing it in our novel
dataset from Blu Pantheon. In Figure 5 we also present the
confusion matrix with the mean accuracies over the 10 folds
obtained in the Emovo test set.

F I GURE 4 Representation of the multilayer perceptron architecture (MLP) with dropout represented by the nodes with a cross in the second hidden layer.

TABLE 1 In the table, we show the performances in terms of
precision, recall, F‐Score and accuracy for the test folder in the 10‐fold
cross validation.

Metric XGB SVC MLP

Precision 0.81 � 0.11 0.80 � 0.06 0.93 � 0.05

Recall 0.74 � 0.13 0.82 � 0.09 0.91 � 0.09

FScore 0.76 � 0.08 0.84 � 0.03 0.92 � 0.03

Accuracy 0.76 � 0.13 0.80 � 0.09 0.92 � 0.05

Note: We report the mean and standard deviation over the 10 test folds. Bold values
represent the best performing cases.
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5.2 | Testing on Blu Pantheon novel dataset

We therefore proceeded using the fitted model to test it in our
novel dataset. This was possible due to the high similarity
between the EMOVO and the original dataset, in terms of
audio samples lengths and distributions.

Comparing the two datasets it can be noticed that the two
datasets distributions are very similar up to the 75% percentile,
in terms of sounds tracks. The minimum duration, the median
and the 25% percentile, differs only by a few hundredths of a
second. A difference of 1.10 s between EMOVO and the
experimental dataset can be found in the mean value of the
duration of the respective audio samples. This difference is due
to the fact that in the experimental dataset, there are audio
samples with a duration of up to 57 s. However, inspecting
these samples, it was noticed that the long durations are often

due to sampling errors made by the system developed by Blu
Pantheon.

For instance, in the 57.64 s recording, the user answers the
question asked by the virtual agent in the first few seconds of
the recording while the system continues to record background
noises thinking it is the user who is answering.

Following these considerations, we decided to discard all
those defective records assuming the same maximum duration
as EMOVO (i.e. 14 s). In this way, the difference between the
mean values drops to 0.72 s, explained by the higher standard
deviation in the case of the experimental dataset.

In conclusion, we can say that from the point of
view of the duration, the two datasets are similar enough to
justify the use of the model trained on EMOVO to be taeted
later on the experimental dataset by using a transfer learning
approach.

F I GURE 5 Average accuracies of the test set in the 10‐folds cross validation, divided per emotion.
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5.3 | Experimental sentiment analysis of the
novel Blu Pantheon dataset

The first experimental analysis we performed was per user
(Subsection 5.3.1). Subsequently, we analysed the predictions
more in depth on the basis of the question asked by the virtual
agent (Subsection 5.3.2).

Eventually, we made some further qualitative evaluation,
verifying whether by listening to some audio samples it was
possible to distinguish the different predicted emotions
(Subsection 5.3.3).

5.3.1 | Analysis by user

In this section we analysed prediction grouping by users.
Each user corresponds to a certain conversation, and each

conversation is made up of multiple audio samples. So it can
happen that for a single user, several predictions of his emotional
state have been made (remember that the model predicts an
emotion for each audio sample provided).

We therefore decided to associate each user with the mode
among all the emotional states predicted for him/her. For
example, suppose the model predicts five times ‘neutral,’ three
times ‘fear’ and two times ‘disappointment’ for a generic user x.

Then the emotional state associated with the user x is
‘neutral.’ In this way, we have only one prediction per user for a
total of 353.

A summary representation can be found in Figure 6. The
prediction made is the mode of all the predicted emotions for a
single user, so the emotion associated with a certain user is not

necessarily the same throughout the conversation but it can
change.

Only in 14% of the cases observed (i.e. 48 cases out of 353),
the emotion remained unchanged. A summary representation
of these cases, for which the model predicted only one emotion
during the whole conversation, can be seen in Figure 7. From
these two graphs, we see how ‘disappointment’ and ‘sadness’
are the emotions most likely to be predicted for the entire
duration of the conversation. This concept of uniqueness of
prediction is important because, as we mentioned before, it is
unlikely that a user will experience three or four different
emotions during a 10 min conversation. On the other hand, if
only one emotion is detected during the entire conversation,
then it will be likely that the prediction made for that user is
reliable.

At the same time, this does not mean that the model does
not work properly. There may be nuances in the user's voice
depending on the question asked by the virtual agent that cause
one emotion to be predicted rather than another. It is therefore
important to analyse the emotions also on the basis of the
questions received by the users.

5.3.2 | Analysis by sentence

Sentiment analysis by sentence was carried out by analysing the
predicted emotions according to the questions asked by the
virtual agent which we have divided into seven classes defined
in Section 3.

Six of these classes (i.e. Clinical interview, Tracing, Tele-
phone number, Name of the contact, Social interview and

F I GURE 6 Pie chart of emotions by the user obtained through the mode of all predictions made for that user.
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Guidelines) represent a specific section of the conversation
between the patient and virtual agent. With this classification, it
is possible to keep track at a macro level of the evolution of
emotions.

The six classes have in fact a precise temporal order within
the conversation (e.g. first a clinical interview is carried out
with the patient, then the close contacts are traced up to the
social interview and the remainder of the instructions to follow
during the quarantine).

The 7th class, on the other hand, is ‘Repeat.’ Sometimes,
in fact, it happens that the bot is unable to correctly isolate
the answer given by the user and therefore rephrases the ques-
tion. We therefore decided to enter this category to see if
repeating the question significantly alters the patient's emotional
state, highlighting a clear disservice to be solved by the company.

We present the results in Figure 8. In the stacked bar chart,
each column is a question class. Each bar is also divided into
five distinct parts and the five different colours that represent
the percentage of predicted emotions for each class. The col-
umns are arranged in chronological order with the class
‘Repeat’ left for last. The analysis shows how the emotional
state of disappointment prevails over the others; however, this
should not be interpreted exclusively as dissatisfaction with the
service, but more generally as a more decisive tone of voice.

In fact, it is typical to respond to a virtual agent articulating
the words well in order to be sure that they have been
understood.

This can be found above in the ‘Telephone number’ and
‘Name of the contact’ columns which are the key questions of
the service and in which the degree of disappointment rises
while sadness decreases. Similar to the considerations made for

‘disappointment,’ ‘sadness’ identifies a lower tone of voice that
could also indicate a certain level of boredom and little
involvement in the conversation.

Moreover, it is interesting to see the behaviour of ‘surprise’
and ‘fear’ that rise in percentage terms, especially towards the
end of the conversation.

In particular, when the bot asks the user if there have been
other contacts outside the family environment and if he wants to
listen to the instructions to follow during the quarantine again.

While in the first case, it is immediate to understand the
reason for the surprise or fear (i.e. either because the user does
not have an immediate answer or he is afraid of putting other
people in unpleasant situations), in the case of the quarantine
indications, the result can be explained by the fact that the bot
after a long series of indications in which the patient could get
distracted, he is asked if he wants to listen to the indications
again, finding him sometimes displaced. Finally, as regards the
‘Repeat’ class, it is noted that the results are in line with the
average values achieved for the other classes.

This means that there is insufficient evidence to show that
repeating a response adversely alters the patient's emotional
state.

5.3.3 | Empirical analysis

By empirical analysis, we mean an analysis carried out by directly
listening to some of the audio samples and indicating whether
the emotion predicted by the model is actually detectable by the
human ear. Specifically, we sampled 15 random audio samples
for each emotional state for a total of 75 plays.

F I GURE 7 Pie chart of emotions per user for which a single emotion was predicted throughout the conversation.
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Listening to the audio samples, due to the short and pre-
defined answers, it was not possible to clearly distinguish be-
tween emotions.

However, one could hear tonal differences between the
various classes as hypothesised previously (Subsection 5.3.2).
For example, ‘disappointment’ generally appeared to have a
more decisive tone than sadness.

Therefore it can be concluded from the analysis made that
the model shows some promising results about its correct
functioning but some structural problems such as the guided
and brief answers that the user is forced to give to the bot do
not allow to fully evaluate the performance of the model. In
this regard, it is recommended to create sections of the call
where the user can express himself more freely.

This can help identify the patient's emotional state more
accurately.

Furthermore, the analysis could be improved by sending
users a questionnaire aimed at tracking their emotional state. If
we cross‐reference the results of the questionnaire and the
predictions made by the model, we could achieve better results
and more specific insights.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we present a neural network‐based model to
predict emotions in a chatbot developed for contact tracing
during COVID‐19. The importance of the work presented in
this manuscript is manifold.

In particular, considering the emotions recognised by the
system, the folowing are taken.

� Provide further assistance to patients with ‘at risk’ emotional
states and in need of psychological support. For example, if
fear or sadness is detected, it can be decided to entrust the
case to a human operator who is more specialised in the
treatment of specific patients.

� Adapt the language and the type of questions asked by
the virtual agent based on the patient's emotional state.
At present, the flow of the conversation and the ques-
tions asked by the virtual agent follow a tree pattern
dependent on the patient's responses. This pattern can be
redesigned based on the emotions identified during the
conversation.

F I GURE 8 Stacked bar chart coloured by emotion with questions on the x‐axis and the percentage count on the y‐axis.
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� More specific questions can be created to assess the patient's
emotional state.

� Highlight possible disservices during the call and remedy
those. A quality service would have an immediate positive
economic impact for the supplier company and its cus-
tomers and also positive effects on the collective trust in
Human‐Computer Interaction (HCI) applications.

In conclusion, the sentiment analysis carried out with the
methodology proposed by this thesis would greatly help
improve the quality of the service which means not only an
immediate positive economic impact for the supplier company
Blu Pantheon and its customers but also positive effects on
the collective trust in Human‐Computer Interaction (HCI)
applications.

HCI solutions oriented towards sentiment analysis
assumed increasing importance during the COVID‐19
pandemic crisis, where authorities mandated both public and
private organisations to embrace new practices for working
remotely and maintaining social distancing.

The model implemented showed very promising results.
An in‐depth analysis of patients' emotional states during the
call can, in fact, help the company significantly improve the
service and provide an extremely important decision support
system tool.

Future work may include the collection of new audio
samples, and therefore, possible implementation of deep
learning and multi‐modal approaches for the identification of
emotions in voice‐bot conversation.
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